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Brennan (100) has discusSed the use sad interpretatic.:, of item

diScrIhination- indices in the evaldation' of criterion-referenced tests.

.

He -reeohmetid§ _the use of the indeX I), and a more general index both

of i4hieh-repreSent the .differetied -per-dent Correct between upper and!

160ef iroupg of students dichotomize) on the basiS of total test score.

intheF.Cade of -D,,-the "students. are- divided: ,into two equal groups, while

:emits the usetif any two group sizes.' Brennan rightly points out

re&AmpOrtant-featOfes,WhiCh-redohibend-t he:U-0 of D, and Bkv 11) they

measure degree o iscrimina direct :correspondence to a widely. , re-

acceptable intuitive notion of the meaning_ of discrimination," (2) they

'are " easily computable and interpretable by unsophisticated users, and

(3) theyare distribution free, and do not require questionable assump-
.

tions or hazardous approximations in their tests of significance.

There are, however, three aspects of D and Bi which seriously

detract from their value as measures of item discrimination. arst, the

dichotomization of the total score variable discards information on

discriminations among students in the upper group and among students in

the lower groUp. This results in indices largely sensitive to discrim-

ination in the region of the division between upper and lower groups.

As Brennan himself points out, groups used in the' evaluation 'of criterion-

- 'referenced tests are rarely large, so;that any substantial loss of

1 At tines Brennan appears to confuse defects of proposed tests of
significance for D with defects of D as a measure of discrimination.
Since D is only a special case of Bi, any advantage claimed for Bi _is

equally true of ro,, and any test protedure recommended for Bi is equally
applicable to D.



inforMatiOn is strictly to be avoided. Secondly, the =use 'of D and Bi

2

'requires "the- :evaluator -to .'select -a cutoff between lower and upper groups.
.-
-NOl,criteria for this selection have seen offered, so that even the most

experienced evaluator is Confronted- with a serious ,prOblem of judgment.

fdrtherindre, since the values ok. the i3i indices are markedly affected by

thepcutoff decision-,
I

:.another-` is impaired.

:Finally;- there is a_ third._ difficulty WhiCh is-not unique to Dand_ B1,

the coMparabitity _of-the -indices from one test to

4:,u ia://Shared"hy .rited.eiridieei Of item discrimination. That

-601ty is the SpUriouSly high correlations which result from the fact that
the item itself contributes to the total score. Unless a correction is
introduced, obtained values of D and Bi are positively biased, and the
bias may be pronounced when only a few items contribute to total scores,
as is usually the case for short criterion-referenced tests.

A discrimination index based on rank order correlation will be
presented in the sections which follow, It will be shown to retain the
advantages of the D and Bi indices, while avoiding their defects.

Rank-biserial correlation

A measure of correlation. between a ranked variable and a dichotomy

was developed by Cureton (1956, 1968). This measure, called the rank-
biserial correlation, rrb, is functionally analogous to the poirit-
biserial r, but is Closely related to Kendall's tau, being based on the
number of agreements and disagreements in rank order between the two
variables. For the purpose of determining correspondence between rank

orders, the dichotomy is considered to '6e a categorization into two ranks
with multiple ties Whitfield, 1947).
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_ .

'Conaider the tabbiation-given below, where Y is the rank variable

Or diedMpiel OAS of the "students on total _score). and X is the
.

dichotomy (X = 1 representing a correct response to a test item, X = 0 an

*IcorrOct response) -. X.andY agree in-ranking anypair.of students when

.'.the higher ranked on Y Obtained:a correct response, and the lower ranked

(Ranks)

-6

ltr4 1 1 2 -4 7

io

-obtained an incorrect response. Thus for every rank with X = I, there

4S-an agreement for-every lower rank which appears with X = O. The number

-of agreements for the ranks of-1, 2, 4, and 7. are 6, 6, 5, and **.i respec-
t

tiveiy.

On the other hand, a disagreement in rank occurs when the student

`higher ranked on Y obtained an incorrect response, and the lower ranked

obtained a correct response. Thus, for every rank with X = 0, there is a

-disagreement for every lower-rank with X = 1. The number of disagreements

for the ranks of 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, and.0 are 2, 1, 1, 0, 0, and 0

respectively.

0 Curetoh defined rrb as follows: rrb = (P-Q) IF max where P is the

total number of agreements, Q is the total number of disagreements, and Pmax

is the maximum possible value of P. It should be noted that the numerator
.

or rrb is. the same as the numerator of Kendall's tau, the two measures

differing only in the denominator. In the case that no ties on Y occur

Pmax nl no, where nl is the number ofranks having X = 1, and no is



S. I *, a.

-

tié number of ranks iiávingX = 0. The -denominator of rrb was chosen to
,

insfre that the .possible range of values of 1 was obtainable under All

oircuffistancesi *endall's tau doe's not necessarily attain these limits

. .

hen the reiationshipbetOeen X and Y is perfect. Tor example; when-
.

.
..

,

ij.., Ali = 1, and.h2,= 3,-AM-the rankb-1 ar-i4 2 have scores of X = 1,,

l. 204
-:i-b-=-1', butir = ,77.Por the,data-aboVe, rr5- -= .67.
, ,,

: Glabaj1965, 1966) presented a simplified computational procedure

for r v4ul wlieh no ,ties on 'Y occur; -Rattler than counting agreements
-

.

Arid,disAgreeraehts as above, it iS.necesSary only to compute Yi Anctloi the

mean ranks fo- X = I and X = 0 respectively. Then rrb = 260 -i6.)/n

However, this'simplificatIon will rar ely apply to short criterion-

referenced tests, particularly when the sample size is large, since many

students will obtain identical total scores and be assigned tied ranks.

Computation of rrb with tied ranks

&A.

A correction to Pmax must be made when ranks are tied. If there is

va pirfect relationship between X-and Y, agreements are lost among tied

ranks at the point of division between the ni upper ranks and the no lower

ranks. In the example given below, there are 6 ranks tied at the point of

division, four having X.= 1 and 2 having X = 0.

X 0

X = 1 .1 4.5 4.5 4.5 .4.5

4.5 4.5 8 9 10

There are (4)(2) = 8 possible agreements lost as a result of the tied

ranks. If ti is the number of ranks with X = 1 tied at the division, and

to the number with X =-0, then Pmax = n1n0-

:`



omputation of rrb in a frequencY distribution

-,Wheiv.etiyrati#e frequency distribution is available, a simple

eOMPOtationai-proteddre-may_be followed which incorporates the correction

antl:eVen,AvOida the Assignment of ranks to the Y variable.

The notation for the bivaribie distribution shown below represents the

:frequency of correct and incorrect. responses for each poSsible fotal score,

. 41:5ft-WitheiaOlative frequencies for-correct-and incorrect responses.

.

.

00000Te .,:9:00-46t- -Cuitt1141.Ve; ,Incorrect Cumdlative
TreqUeney, FreqUeney Frequency_ -Frequency

k
. /fi-k kl:k f0,k F0,1

Xic-1 . 'fi,k-1 Flok-1 f0,k1 06,k-1
i s

' .

1 s

4 1 1 1 1

1 1 1 1

Y4 flsi Flsi fOsi FOsi*4
1. 1 1 1 1

C 1 1 1 1

I 1 s 4 I .1.

s
.

s
1.

2 2

s s 4 I s
,

s I I I s

Y2 f1,2 F1,2 f0,2 F0,2

. Yl f1,1 F1,1 f0,1 F0,1

Note, of course, that the cumulative frequencies Fl,i = fl,j and

i i=1

JE1
f°,j. We will also require a symbol Fi for the marginal

=

cumulative frequency, Fi = Fisi + Foot. Then the number-of agreements

are P = E fl ,i FO
,

and the number of disagreements Q = E f0,1 F1
> i -1t=1 i=1

To- obtain to and tl, examine the marginal frequencies to find Ft and

Fi-1 for which P no 4.1. Then ti = 111 Fi and to = no - Fi.l.



8ince nh = F1,1 a0410 ' Poky, Pmax = nino-r tiro = Pi,kFo,k

0144c F1,kFO,k !. FlikFO,k F1,44 F0,011

.4.* * * -*-*

ON,

VOi-1 = F1ikFi-1 FO,kFi FiFiri Thus rrb becomes, in frequency

dittribqion-notation,

k
(f1,iF0,i-1 f0,iF1,i-1)

rrb * 4:

FO,kFi Fi Fi-1

-Inthe-extiMple_distribution given -below P = 73, Q =,20

1244t1 = 129 and FO1k''-.8,

Thus rr
111.40 53 . .55

(12)(8) + 802) ' (8)(12) 96

6
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.Yi
fl;i f0,i Fl,i Foo. Fi

f1iiF0,i-1 FO,e1,i -I

0 .12 8 20 ,

1 0 11 '8 . -19

1 0 10, 8 18

1 1 9 8 17

2 1 8 7 15

4 -0 6. 6 12'

0- 3 1 6 9'

2 0 2 3 5-

0 1 0. 3 3

0 1. 0 2, 2

0 1 0 1 1

10 1

-2

-1

'0

8 0

8 0'

8 0-

7 8

12 6

24 0

0 6 :

6 0

0 0

0 O.

o .0
73 20

Thiti value may be compared with rpb = .50 and D = .40 for the same data?

Also Bi =.63, B2 = .67, B3 = .71, B4 = .67, B5 = .58, B6 = .25, B7=

B8 = .47, B9 = .44 and Blo ' .42 where the subscript refers to tho lowest

value of Ykincluded in the "upper" group. It is interestin3 to note that

the highest values of Bi occur with cutoffs below the median, whcreae most

evaluators would place the cutoff above the median in distinguishing

"acceptable" from "unacceptable" levels of performance.

Correction for spurious correlation

, Like other item discrimination indices, rrb will be subject to

spurious correlation arising from the contribution of the item to the

total score, if the computational prvedure given above is followed.
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However, the formula for the frequency distribution'computation is

easily modified to eliminate the bias due to suprious correlation.

Since the total score is increased by one for those who have a correct

response on the Qom, the same computation procedure may be followed if

the total score-is simply reduced by one for all students having a

correct-response. In terms of the frequency distribution, the reduction

siitily-requiree each frequency and cumulative frequencies in the columns

fpr,e0rteci response to be shifted down to the next lower score, and the

computation of anew Set of marginal cumulative frequencies. If this is

done, the forMulas (still using the original notation) become:

= E '1,i'0,i-2 and Q f0,01,i_
lk

it i=1

ft * Iv* C.* %rMaX 11,1 Fl k(r1 i 2+ FO,i-1) + '0,1tvl,i-1 + "0,i,, P

tv* v* wv* ;*
'0,i-1/1,i-1 - '0,i/

where FILL + :.0 4,j +

For the example above

Z= 8 + 8 + 7 + 6 + 12 + 12 + 4

Then

Q 9 + 8 4' 6 23

12

+ 11,i-1.= 2 + 3 = 5

=

57 - 23

rrb (12)(5) (8)(12) - (12)(5)

34

96 =

in comparison, with the Uncorrected value rrb .55.

.35,
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The example demonstrates thit the effect of spurious correlation

can be very substantial when the number of it ms is small. It is

recommended that the corrected formula

k
- f0,i01,i)

,sc

171,k (F1,1-2 FO,i-1) FO,k(F1,i-1 FO,i) (F1,1-2 F0,1-1)(F1,1-14"FO,i)

to-ba- used-whenever rrb is used as an item discrimination index.

-

:feats- of -significance

.Seveial.different approaches may be taken in testing the statistical

significance of rrb. Cureton (1956) suggested that the Mann-Whitney U-test

be-used for this purpose (see Siegel, 1956). The value U employed as a

test - statistic corresponds to the smaller of the values of P or Q as

computed above. The tables of critical values of U given in Siegel's book

proVide exact tests so long as noeg 20 and ni.sg 20, and no ties appear in

the'ranked variable.

In the case of ties. when no 8 or n148, an appropriate procedure

is to perform an exact randomization test on P. The value of P is

n!determined for each of the (11

in
1) = Erfirg-T randomizations of the ranks .

between the values of the dichotomy, with the restriction, that nl ranks

.are,assigned to X = 1 and no ranks to X = O. For an CC % test, the

distribution of possible values of P is used to determine if 1 0! % or less

of the values are equal to or more extreme than the observed value of P.

If this is the case, the observed value is declared significant.



Except for very small valuei of n = no + n1 , Or extreme splits

lbetween no and ni , the computational labor of the exact randomization

test is'excessive due to the large number of values of P to be computed,

eV-eh-when performed by a digital computer.. Where the cost of computer

time `is excessive, the only alternative available is the approximate

jackknife" technique. The details of a "jackknife" solution are too

10.

extensive to be presented here, 'and the reader is referred to the

discussion by Hosteller and Tukey (1968).

When n1 >8'and n2 > 8, whether or not ties are present, a very

Satisfactory normal approximation may be employed. Under the null

:hypothesis, P - Q will be approximately normally distributed with mean

g = 0 and variance

um = n1P0 [I n. - n -.E (f. -
2 3 "k 3

an(n-1) it 1

as given by Kendall (1962), where firefers to the marginal frequency of'

occurrence of Yi. The approximation is further improved by the

incorporation of a correction for continuity reducing P - Q in'absolute

value. Thus the test statistic F'=. IP QI C may be referred
P -Q

to tables of the unit normal distribution, where C is the value of the

correction for continuity.

When no tied ranks are present C = 1. In other cases an approximate

correction suggested by Kendall (1962) may be obtained from the following

formula. Let Y11 and Yl be the highest and lOwest scores in the

distribution with fh >0 and fl > 0, respectively. Then

C =
where g is the number of distinct Yi with fi > 0.

2(g - 1)



The value Of C given by this forniula is one-half of the average distance

between adjacent possible values of P - Q.

.In the example above, the value of P - Q = 34, when corrected for

Spurious correlation. Values of fl through flo are 1, 1, 3, 0,. 7,

2, 2, 2, 1, and 1, respectively, using fi = fl,i -1 + fo,i Then

2 AL2).1g
19.P-Q (3)(20)

I:203 - 20 - (33 - 3) - (73 - 7) - 3(23 -2j

= 0/95) [7980 - 24 - 336 - 3(6)1

8(7602)/95 ..,-=-640.168

and Fp_Q = 25.30. For the highest and lowest score Al = fl = 1, and, the

numirer of d5,cinct scores occurring is eight, giving g - 1 = 7. Then

C _ 2(20) - 1 - 1_ 19 _ 2.71
2(7) 7

and 2 = 34 - 2.71'= 31.29 _ 1.24
indicating that rrb is not

25.30 25.30

significant atcC = .05. It should be noted that the correction for

continuity is quite important in applications of rrb to tests with only a

few items, as illustrated here.

Comparison of rrb with D and Bi

'The basic nature of rrb is quite similar to D and Bi in several

respects. All are based on the same intuitive notion of discrimination,

i.e., that an item discriminates (positively) between individuals whenever

their difference in response to the item corresponds to their difference

in performance as based on total score. The value of rrb is subject to

the following simple interpretation: rrb is an estimate of the difference

between the probability that the rank order of two randomly selected
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individuals on total score and item will be in agreement, and the

probability that their rank order on total score and item will be in

disagreement. The D and Bi indices are subject to exactly the same

interpretation, except that only two ranks of performance are recognized

.on, the basis of total score,- i.e., an Upper level and a lower level. In

fact, the computational formulas for D and Bi are merely special cases

of the rrb formula when the rank ordering is dichotomized. Since rrb,

D, and Bi are based only on ordering of performance, not on arithmetic

distances between pbrfornmnce levels, all'are entirely distribution-free,

`being invariant under any monotonic transformation of the total scores.

D and Bi are slightly easier to compute, particularly when ties are

Kesel-it in the rank order on total score. However, this computational

simplicity is purchased at the expense of information lost as a result

of the dichotomization of the totn1 score ranking. -There does not seem

to be any logical reason that an index of diicrimination should ignore

discriminations among students in the upper group, and among students in

the lower group. Since rrb incorporates all possible information on

discrimination obtainable from a rank ordering, it is to be preferred on

that basis if no other. Furthermore, rrb avoids entirely the difficulty

of judging an appropriate point of dichotomization of the total scores

which is involved in D and Bi.

The remaining advantages of rrb concern technical statistical

properties. The dichotomization involved in D and Bi produce indices

with greater sampling variability and tests of significance of lesser

power-efficiency. The power of the Mann-Whitney U used to test rrb

is approximately 95% against normal alternatives.



a.
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The power-efficiency of the:median test, which corresponds to the

test for D, is about 95% for n = 6, declining to an asymptotic value of

63% as n'increases. Thus a sample size considerably larger than that

used with rrb is required if the test bf D is to have equivalent power,

_unless the sample sizes are very small.

Finally, D and Bi, as presented by Brennan (1969), have not been

modified to correct for spurious correlation. This fact not only
---

produces a positive bias in the reported values of the indices, but also

invalidates the test of significance presented by Brennan. While it

would be no more difficult to modify the computation of D and Bi and their

'test procedure than it was to modify rrb and its test, the general

superiority of rrb would seem to make unnecessary the additional effort

required to develop such modifications.
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